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We show that spectral phase shaping of fs-laser pulses can be used to optimize
laser-cell membrane interactions in water environment. The energy and peak inten-
sity thresholds required for cell poration with single pulse in the nJ range can be
significantly reduced (25% reduction in energy and 88% reduction in peak intensity)
by using temporal Airy pulses, controlled by positive third order dispersion, as
compared to bandwidth limited pulses. Temporal Airy pulses are also effective to
control the morphology of the induced pores, with prospective applications from
cellular to tissue opto-surgery and transfection. C 2016 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4948367]

Current DNA delivery techniques can be divided into two major categories: viral- and non-
viral-mediated.1 In viral transfection, the genes of interest replace viral genetic material without
eliminating the ability of the virus to target specific cells and deliver the vector efficiently to the
nucleus.2 The use of viral methods has been limited so far to clinical trials and laboratory assays
because of the risk of developing cellular-specific immune response and of inducing genotoxicity
after insertional mutagenesis.3–6 Electroporation was introduced as a non-viral technique for a direct
entry of the DNA into the cell. It involves pulsing or cycling large gradients of the electric potential
that induce transient permeability of the membrane.7 While applicable to many systems, such harsh
conditions often result in high mortality.8 Electroporation and its successful recent improvements in
transfection efficiency and cell viability are currently the most widely used physical gene-delivery
methods. However, the spatial selectivity of electroporation is limited by the electrode shape and
size.9

With the advent of short-pulse lasers in the 1990’s, a new transfection technique emerged,
based on laser-assisted poration of the cell membrane. Generation of a transient pore allows uptake
of a vector with efficiencies up to 50%–100%.10,11 In the case of stem cells, however, yields of only
25% have been achieved with opto-transfection.12,13 In opto-transfection, the cell survival is related
to phototoxicity. For example, direct DNA photodamage can occur, as reported for various pulse
durations, wavelengths, and number of shots.14,15 It is therefore of primary importance to optimize
the laser-membrane interaction in order to increase the perforation yield while reducing long term
cell damage. Very interesting results have recently been reported on the use of optimally shaped
laser pulses for drilling micrometric holes in glass.16,17 In particular, it was demonstrated that the
use of third order phase control could manipulate the interaction with the substrate and lead to holes
of different sizes, as small as one order of magnitude below the diffraction limit.18 Such third order
phase control leads to temporal pulse shapes that are termed Airy pulses.19 Furthermore, it was
recently shown that the volume of laser-excitation in bulk water can be controlled by such pulse
shapes.20 By using positive third order dispersion laser pulses, the area of excitation can be reduced
by nearly a factor of two while the depth of the excitation reached much deeper inside the bulk
water sample.

In this paper, we explore the effect of single pulse phase-shaping on cell-laser interaction
for a prospective future use for poration/transfection or laser surgery. In particular, we show that
optimally shaped temporal Airy pulses (TAPs) can control the poration of fixed cell membranes,
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with variable hole sizes and even hole-less poration (small recesses and fractures), and significantly
reduce the necessary intensity (by a factor 6) and energy (by 25%) for hole creation as compared to
unshaped Gaussian pulses.

We investigated the influence of the femtosecond laser pulse shapes on the induced surface
damages on adherent cervix cancer cell line (HeLa) on glass immersed in water. Four types of pulse
shapes were selected: Bandwidth limited pulses (BWL), temporal Airy pulse (TAP) induced by a
high third order dispersion of +600 000 fs3 for TAP+ pulses and −600 000 fs3 for TAP− pulses and
linearly positively chirped pulses with a group delay dispersion (GDD) of +15 000 fs2. Temporally,
TAP pulses are asymmetric. TAP+ consists of a high intensity pulse followed by a train of weaker
sub-pulses of decreasing intensities. Conversely, TAP− is the time reversed version with increasing
intensities sub-pulses ended by the most intense pulse. The group delay dispersion parameter of
GDD pulses was defined to match the average pulse duration of TAP pulses. For a more precise
description of these pulse shapes, see, for example, Refs. 21 and 22.

We used a home-built spectral phase modulator23 associated with a femtosecond laser micro-
machining setup as schematized in Fig. 1. Bandwidth limited linearly polarized laser pulses of 30 fs
full width at half maximum (FWHM) duration are provided by an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser sys-
tem at a central wavelength of 785 nm. The pulses are focused at the sample with a 40×, 0.75 NA,
water immersion microscope objective (Zeiss N-Achroplan). We assumed a 0.7-µm waist at focal
position as the beam radius was 50% of the objective pupil radius of our 0.75 NA objective.24 All
pulse types are additionally corrected for chromatic dispersion along the optical path (e.g., in the
objective). The compensation dispersion was determined by achieving a reference BWL laser pulse
at the interaction region.

Each targeted spot on the cell membrane was irradiated by a single laser pulse. The focal waist
was adjusted by a piezo scanning stage at 6 µm above the confocally identified glass surface. This
position corresponds approximately to the cell membrane height.

HeLa cells were seeded and cultured in incubator (5% CO2 at 37 ◦C) on glass coverslips to form
small flat colonies of approximately 100-150 µm diameter. Cells were fixed beforehand with 2%
formaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) and postfixed with
Osmium tetroxide. Cells were stored in 2% formaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered
saline solution (PBS) at 5 ◦C. The fixative solution was replaced by PBS before laser processing.
Processed samples were placed back in fixative solution before being prepared for examination
under scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Figure 2 shows SEM images of two sample areas with adherent HeLa cells: (a) without laser
irradiation as a control and (b) after laser treatment with a shaped pulse, namely, a positive temporal
Airy pulse (TAP+). The white crosses indicate the nominal positions of laser shots, the inter-shot
spacing being 7.5 µm along both horizontal and vertical axis. Different damages on the cell surfaces

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup and illustration of the applied pulse shapes.
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FIG. 2. SEM of dehydrated HeLa cells on glass. (a.) Unprocessed area: the dashed white outline indicates one HeLa cell.
White arrows point out dehydration induced cracks. (b.) Laser processed area with TAP+: white crosses are nominal laser
position; energy per pulse increases right to left from 56 nJ to 63 nJ. Solid white circles indicate successful laser-induced
poration, the solid black circle indicates a failed attempt, and black dashed circles indicate attempts not accounted for.

are observed, ranging from irregular cracks to neatly shaped circular holes. Since the cells surface
height is not evenly flat, part of the variability in the results arises from the laser focal plane position
relative to the cell surface. To minimize this variability, we carefully selected the cell clusters to
be as flat as possible with no overlapping cells and no rounded cell shape (associated with cell
division25). In our analysis, we used the following criterion for considering an interaction: the cell
material should cover more than two-third of a circular area defined by a diameter of 5 µm and
centered at the expected position. Second, as beam wandering, vibrations and sample movement
can lead to differences between the targeted and the actual laser position, successful laser-induced
damages are validated if they co-localize with a nominal laser shot position within 2.5 µm. All the
retained damages can be described as material ablation (A), circular recesses (B), or radial cracks
(C), as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, each ambiguous event is visually evaluated and assigned to the
relevant categories. For instance, the damage indicated with white circles is considered genuine
damages, while the one pointed at by arrow 1 is not retained because the crack cannot be differenti-
ated from a crack induced by the dehydration process necessary for SEM examination (white arrows
in the non-processed area). Some damages may not be obvious, for example, arrow 2 indicates most
likely a laser-induced cell-material ablation at the bottom of a crack likely induced by dehydration.
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FIG. 3. Laser induced poration efficiency for TAP+ pulse shape.

Because of this ambiguity, this type of damages was not retained for further analysis. Based on
these criteria, we calculated for each pulse shape the normalized poration efficiency, as the number
of successful laser damage attempts divided by the total number of laser damage attempts aimed
at the inner regions of cells (first criterion). Fig. 3 shows the energy (top axis) and peak intensity
(bottom axis) dependence of successful damage rate plotted also in this case for the TAP+ pulse
type. One can clearly observe the onset of the effect at 35 nJ (respectively, 3 × 1013 W cm−2)
with 20% poration success. This value rapidly grows and saturates at approximately 70% efficiency
starting from 55 nJ (respectively, 5 × 1013 W cm−2) without further evolution beyond the limits
shown in the plot.

The main goal of this study is to evidence the effect of temporal shaping on poration efficiency
for pulses bearing similar pulse energies and intensities. In the comprehensive Fig. 4, the results

FIG. 4. Laser induced poration efficiency for the four pulse shapes as a function of the assumed peak intensity and energy
for a beam waist of 0.7 µm. Here, only the relative peak intensity and its order of magnitude are relevant for the discussion.
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obtained for pulses, respectively, bandwidth limited (BWL), linearly positive chirped (GDD), posi-
tive (TAP+) and negative (TAP−) temporal Airy pulses are directly compared against their energy
and highest peak intensity. The different phase profiles define well-separated regions across the
energy-intensity space; the diagonal arrangements are consequence of the linear dependence be-
tween these two parameters. The existence of such distinct ensembles confirms the influence of
pulse phase profile on the interaction with cell membranes and the surrounding medium. Clearly,
when choosing a specific temporal shape for a poration procedure, one’s efforts are focused on
limiting the collateral damages, which might ensue from excessive heat deposition (proportional to
energy) or unwanted nonlinear interactions. In this respect, TAP+ stand out (in Fig. 4) as the most
promising candidate as for comparatively smaller energy and intensity such pulses provide a pora-
tion efficiency equal or larger than all the other pulses tested. Such differences in poration efficiency
in energy and peak intensity can be explained by the different temporal intensity distribution within
the various pulse types. For positive cubic phase pulses (TAP+), the high intensity peak coming at
early times induces multiphoton ionization (∝I6) that increases the free-electron density in water.
Subsequently, the decreasing intensity train of pulses releases additional electrons by avalanche
ionization. While for the negative cubic phase counterpart (TAP−), the situation is different. The
electron density increases only at the trailing edge, as smaller peaks do not contribute due to the
extreme nonlinear dependence involved in the process.26

Successively, we have globally classified the conformational aspects of the laser damages
(material ablation (A), circular recesses (B), or radial cracks (C)) to unveil any correlation among
pulse temporal characteristics and damage type. The results of this comprehensive analysis are
reported in Fig. 5, along with typical examples from SEM of the related damage type. The given
rates are relative to the number of shots where damage occurred. Note that the energy range scale
for each pulse shape is independent and adjusted in order to encompass the values going from the
onset of cell damage to the plateau in damage success rate, as reported for TAP+ in Fig. 3.

For radial cracks, we do not observe any statistically significant difference among pulse types
throughout the energy range investigated, which might be rather related to local structural properties
of cells. A feature common to all pulse types is an increase of cracks at higher energies.

For ablation and circular recess on the other hand, there exists a significant correlation with
pulse type. In particular, TAP+ are systematically associated with highest ablation and lowest recess
damage rate while the opposite behavior is observed for TAP−. At the intensity scale we are
investigating, laser induced breakdown in water can lead to the formation of cavitation bubbles.27

FIG. 5. Poration rate for the three non-exclusive damage types as a function of the energy per pulse.
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Morphological examination of circular recesses suggests that this damage type is produced by the
fast expansion of a vapor bubble produced in the water slightly above the cell membrane. These
findings are probably related to the different energy ranges investigated here for the two pulse types
(see x-axis scale in Fig. 5) set at a similar intensity. In fact, in previous works, it was observed that
ionization threshold in water is slightly higher for TAP− compared to TAP+.26 Bandwidth limited
and temporally chirped pulses are somehow in between the two extrema (TAP+, TAP−).

In general, as mentioned before, the z-positioning is fixed relatively to the glass surface while
the cell surface is not even and has a fried egg shape when adherent. Thus, the cell membrane
position relatively to the glass surface ranges from 3 to 10 µm depending on the cell and the
region in the cell. As all pulses types are equivalently distributed on cell samples and each data
point in Fig. 5 is composed of approximately 40 successful shots, the observed averaged variation
should come from the pulse type. For energy per pulse at the beginning of the damage success rate
plateau (Fig. 3), one can largely modulate the interaction (i.e., damage type) by the pulse temporal
profile while keeping a high damage rate with comparatively small pulse energy. This energy per
pulse regime corresponds to the gray shaded area in all three graphs of Fig. 5. In these energy per
pulse regions, cracks associated damages are still limited. One can argue that such holes drilled in
cells may compromise cell survival. Interestingly, it was shown that large membrane laser-induced
holes are, counter-intuitively, associated with a faster resealing dynamics compared to small holes,
suggesting an active resealing mechanism triggered by large membrane damages.28

Our results can be compared to recent measurements on cell optoporation by pairs of 100 fs
BWL pulses at 1 kHz from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser.28 The authors report successful poration
and transfection with cell viability figures comparable to those obtained in pJ-level oscillator-based
experiments.14 As those measurements were performed by BWL pulses, we could expect by spec-
tral pulse shaping similar—or better—transfection rate and increased viability thanks to the 25%
reduction in energy and 88% reduction in peak intensity associated with TAP+.

We investigated the effect of phase shaping of single fs-pulses on laser-cell membrane inter-
action in water (poration threshold, rate, and damage morphology). In particular, we focused on
TAP± (temporal Airy pulse), characterized by high positive and negative third order dispersion
(6 × 105 fs3). Their performances were compared to BWL and GDD pulses. TAP+ was found to
induce poration at lower intensity (88% reduction) and energy (25% reduction) than other pulse
types. TAP− can also produce successful surface damage at half the intensity of BWL pulses.
This intensity reduction suggests a lower phototoxicity for poration application on live cells. The
second part of our analysis, focused on damage morphology, revealed that slightly above damage
threshold, TAP− was found to produce recess damages, likely induced by cavitation bubble expan-
sion, whereas TAP+ induces mostly ablation damage at the cell surface. The differences observed
between pulse types could allow a better control of laser-cell interaction leading to improved
methods for cell molecular intake, transfection, and sub-cellular or tissue surgery.
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